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Ab initio multiple spawning simulations of the photochemical reaction dynamics of s-trans-1,3-butadiene
were performed. It is found that nonadiabatic events involving two low-lying excited states begin as early as
10 fs after excitation, resulting in the population being split between the bright 11Bu state and the dark 21Ag

state. The molecule subsequently twists about a terminal carbon-carbon bond regardless of whether it is on
the 11Bu or 21Ag electronic state. This twisting motion leads to conical intersections between S1 and S0.
Several regions of the intersection seam involving states of differing character are accessed. The regions of
the seam involving intersection between a state of charge-transfer character and a state of covalent character
dominate the quenching dynamics, but intersections between two covalent states are also accessed a small
percentage of the time. The existence and relative energies of these intersections are validated by optimization
at the multistate complete active space second-order perturbation level of theory (MS-CASPT2). Our results
point to a new mechanism for photoisomerization of butadiene that emphasizes the role of charge-transfer
states.

Introduction
Cis-trans photoisomerization of conjugated organic mol-

ecules is an important class of photochemical reactions because
these reactions convert light to mechanical energy on a
molecular scale.1,2 Photoinduced isomerization is the primary
event in many photobiological processes including vision, ion
pumping, and phototaxis.2,3 Such biological systems demonstrate
that this reaction can be harnessed to do useful work on the
molecular scale, and it is likely that cis-trans photoisomeriza-
tion will prove to be central in the development of rationally
designed light-powered molecular machines.2,4-6

Despite its simple appearance, the photochemistry of buta-
diene, and of polyenes in general, is quite complicated, and over
the years many possible mechanisms have been proposed. In
this paper we apply first-principles quantum dynamical methods
to elucidate the details of photochemical cis-trans isomerization
in trans-1,3-butadiene. In contrast to previous theoretical
investigations of the excited-state dynamics of butadiene,7-9 we
are able to simultaneously describe both of the low-lying valence
excited states, vide infra. This leads to a significant revision of
the currently accepted view of the excited-state reaction
mechanism,10,11 which is supported by potential energy surface
optimizations using multireference methods that explicitly
include dynamic electron correlation. The photochemistry of
polyenes in general has been studied extensively both theoreti-
cally and experimentally. Thus, we begin with an overview of
the key experimental and theoretical results to place our current
work in the appropriate context. Throughout this paper, we focus
on the linear all-trans polyenes unless explicitly stated otherwise.

Early studies of polyenes assumed that the lowest singlet excited
state is the strongly allowed 1B transition that corresponds to a
�HOMOf �LUMO excitation. However, significant evidence points
to the involvement of a second (optically dark) low-lying valence
state (referred to as 2A in the following). For example, the observed

fluorescence lifetime in diphenyloctatetraene is considerably longer
than the lifetime predicted by application of the Strickler-Berg
equation,12 suggesting the involvement of more than one excited
electronic state.13 Furthermore, the absorption spectrum depends
strongly on solvent polarity, while the solvent dependence of the
emission spectrum is so small that it is difficult to detect.14 Hudson
and Kohler succeeded in detecting a very weak absorption band
at lower energy than the strongly absorbing 1B state in
diphenyloctatetraene,15,16 leading them to conclude that emission
occurs after a fast radiationless transition from the 1B state to
a lower lying dark 2A state in diphenyloctatetraene. Other
polyenes exhibit similarly anomalous behavior. For example,
the absorption and emission spectra in octatetraene lack mirror
symmetry,17-19 and there is an unusually large gap (∼0.5 eV)
between the absorption and emission origins.20-23 Therefore,
Hudson and Kohler proposed that this scheme applies generally
to the entire class of molecules.15,16 Theoretical support for this
proposal first came from Schulten and Karplus, who found that
the doubly excited �HOMO

2 f �LUMO
2 configuration mixes with

higher energy single excitations of A symmetry (�HOMO f
�LUMO+1 and �HOMO-1 f �LUMO) to stabilize the 2A state such
that it is nearly degenerate with or even below the bright 1B
state.24

It is now widely accepted that the 2A state plays an important
role in the photochemistry of polyenes with four or more double
bonds (henceforth referred to as the “longer polyenes”.)
However, the situation becomes less clear when the shortest
linear polyenes, butadiene and hexatriene, are considered.
Unlike longer polyenes, butadiene and hexatriene emit no
detectable fluorescence,25,26 and absorption to the 2A state of
butadiene and hexatriene has not been detected. In addition,
while the absorption spectra of all-trans-butadiene, -hexatriene,
and -octatetraene in a supersonic jet exhibit very similar
vibrational progressions, the widths of the absorption lines differ
dramatically. The butadiene absorption spectrum has the broad-
est peaks, and the peaks get narrower as the conjugation length
increases.27,28 In fact, the spectroscopic features of the shorter
polyenes more closely resemble ethylene than the longer
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polyenes. The π f π* band of the absorption spectrum of
ethylene is extremely broad,29 and fluorescence has never been
detected. Thus, it is possible that the photodynamics of butadiene
and hexatriene may be more similar to those of ethylene than
to those of the longer polyenes.

The photodynamics of ethylene are relatively well understood.
In contrast to the longer polyenes, the 2A state in ethylene
(generally referred to as the Z state) is much higher in energy
than the 1B state (the V state). Thus, when ethylene is excited
to the 1B state, the 2A state does not play a role in the dynamics
until the molecule is significantly distorted. Instead of quickly
transitioning to the 2A state while approximately planar, the
molecule twists about the carbon-carbon bond. This twisting
stabilizes the 2A state significantly and further allows mixing
of the 1A, 1B, and 2A states because of the symmetry lowering.
This mixing leads to a lowest adiabatic excited state with a large
degree of intramolecular charge-transfer character. Unlike in
the longer polyenes, the 2A state is not involved in the dynamics
of ethylene until torsional distortion is so severe as to make the
symmetry labels meaningless. Shortly after twisting, the ethylene
molecule further undergoes elongation of a C-H bond and
pyramidalization about one of the carbon atoms. These distor-
tions stabilize the charge-transfer state and lead directly to a
seam of conical intersections that mediate internal conversion
to the ground state.30-37 In competition with this dominant
pathway, there is also the potential for the H atom in the
elongated C-H bond to migrate across the C-C bond, forming
ethylidene (CH3CH). This H-migration pathway also leads to
rapid electronic quenching through conical intersections.30-37

One possible explanation for the ethylene-like characteristics
of butadiene and hexatriene is that the 2A state is higher in
energy in these molecules than in the longer polyenes. As such
the state ordering of the 2A and 1B states has been a subject of
both theoretical38-43 and experimental44-53 inquiry. Although
there remains some disagreement about the ordering of the 1B
and 2A states at the Franck-Condon point in these molecules,
these studies generally agree that (1) the gap between the states
is small enough that they likely cross near the Franck-Condon
region and (2) the 2A state lies below the 1B state after in-
plane excited-state relaxation (which may or may not lead to a
true minimum as discussed below). Both of these points support
the conclusion that the 2A state can play a role in the dynamics
of butadiene and hexatriene before out-of-plane distortion makes
the 2A and 1B labels meaningless. (In practice the 2A and 1B
states are clearly distinguishable until the molecule is more than
10° twisted.) This is in contrast to ethylene where the 2A (Z)
state is only low enough in energy to play a role after significant
(>45°) twisting about the carbon-carbon double bond.32,54

The energetic proximity of the 2A state does not guarantee
that it is important to the initial dynamics, as it could be only
weakly coupled to the 1B state in the Franck-Condon region
(by symmetry there is no coupling for planar geometries, and
coupling between these states is only possible by virtue of the
finite width of the vibrational wave functions). Many researchers
have studied whether butadiene and hexatriene transition to the
2A state before leaving the Franck-Condon region (i.e., while
still effectively planar) like the longer polyenes or if they instead
leave the Franck-Condon region on the 1B state by distortion
along out-of-plane modes like ethylene. Resonance Raman
results on both cis- and trans-hexatriene suggest that the
frequencies associated with the double bond torsional mode are
reduced but that there does exist a planar local minimum on
the 1B state.55-57 In contrast, the reduction of torsional frequen-
cies in isoprene (2-methylbutadiene) is great enough to conclude

that there is no planar minimum on the 1B state in this
molecule.58 Time-resolved multiphoton ionization spectra find
very short lifetimes (<100 fs) which are often assigned to a fast
transition to the 2A state, but there is little evidence to exclude
the possibility that these lifetimes instead correspond to fast
out-of-plane distortion.59,60

Theoretical studies have found that the absorption spectra of
the short polyenes can be well-described by reduced dimen-
sionality models that exclude the out-of-plane modes.61-68 This
suggests that the initial dynamics is dominated by in-plane
modes. However, these simulations always include an artificial
broadening of the absorption spectrum and cannot provide an
explanation for the large (∼750 cm-1) homogeneous broaden-
ing28 of the butadiene absorption spectrum. Fast out-of-plane
distortion could explain this broadening.

Thus, the short-time behavior of butadiene appears to be
neither completely ethylene-like nor completely polyene-like.
The first important question addressed in this paper centers on
this short-time behavior. Is the initial step after excitation a fast
electronic transition to the dark 2A state (as is the case in longer
polyenes), or are electronic transitions preceded by a fast, large-
amplitude geometric distortion, analogous to ethylene where the
molecule twists significantly (more than 45°) around the double
bond before any such electronic transition occurs? In fact, these
two possibilities are not mutually exclusive. The population
could bifurcate between the 1B and 2A states, and large-
amplitude geometric distortions could proceed simultaneously
on both states. Only a dynamical study that includes both excited
states, such as the one presented in this paper, can address
questions regarding the complex short-time dynamics of butadiene.

There is a second important question regarding butadiene
photochemistry. The complete absence of fluorescence indicates
a fast radiationless decay to the ground state, but the nature of
this decay is not well understood. Experience with other
photoisomerizing molecules suggests that one or more conical
intersections are involved, but it remains to determine the
photochemical mechanism, i.e., the pathways which dominate
the dynamics. Proposals so far include intersections between
covalent states (involving some degree of torsion about all three
C-C bonds) and intersections involving charge-transfer states
(often involving pyramidalization about one or more carbon
atoms).

Early studies of butadiene generally suggested that nonadia-
batic decay occurs via conical intersections involving charge-
transfer states. A semiempirical study by Salem and Bruckman
proposed the 3 × 3 configuration interaction (3 × 3-CI) model
of butadiene,69 which describes the three low-lying states of
butadiene as linear combinations of three configurations:
|ψcore�HOMO

2 〉, |ψcore�HOMO�LUMO〉, and |ψcore�LUMO
2 〉. This model

predicts that, after twisting about a double bond, butadiene can
access two funnels on the excited state that lead to different
photoproducts. These funnels correspond to oppositely charged
zwitterionic states (pictured in Figure 1) which are stabilized
by various distortions of the molecule, including pyramidaliza-
tion of the negatively charged carbon. While the 3 × 3-CI model
does include the important |ψcore�LUMO

2 〉 configuration, it does

Figure 1. Allyl-methyl charge-transfer states in butadiene.
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not include either of the φHOMO f φLUMO+1 and φHOMO-1 f
φLUMO singly excited configurations that contribute to the 2A
state. Thus, it is not clear that this model is sufficiently flexible
to describe the 2A state. Ohmine also suggested the possibility
of surface crossing involving charge-transfer states in terminally
twisted butadiene. These state crossings (either true or weakly
avoided) are brought about by a hydrogen migration type
motion,70 which is analogous to similar findings in ethylene.1

The controversy regarding the involvement of charge-transfer
states in butadiene photodynamics began when Aoyagi inves-
tigated the excited-state surfaces of butadiene using a complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method including
the four π electrons and four π orbitals in the active space.71

These CAS(4/4) results painted a picture markedly different
from that suggested by previous studies. Instead of a terminally
twisted ionic S1 minimum, the S1 state is covalent (i.e.,
radicaloid) and its minimum is slightly twisted around both
double bonds. Subsequent studies by Olivucci and co-workers,
also using CAS(4/4), located several S1/S0 minimal energy
conical intersections (MECIs) which are very close in energy
and geometry to the S1 minimum. These MECIs exhibit
concerted rotation about multiple bonds and bear some resem-
blance to structures that would be expected in the “hula-twist”
isomerization mechanism.72 It is important to point out that the
CAS(4/4) method is well-known to provide a poor description
of the optically bright 1B state in trans-butadiene. In fact,
CAS(4/4) predicts the 1B state to lie above the 2A state by
approximately 2 eV, in contradiction to both experimental and
high-level theoretical results (vide supra) which establish that
the gap between these two excited states is very small.39 Thus,
conclusions from CAS(4/4) are only justified if the initially
excited population on the 1B state decays very quickly to the
covalent 2A state, before the molecule leaves the Franck-Condon
region (i.e., while it is still effectively planar). Olivucci and
co-workers assumed this to be the case, and the CAS(4/4) results
then predict that this ultrafast 1B f 2A transition is followed
by twisting on the 2A state and subsequent relaxation to the
ground state via one of the radicaloid S1/S0 MECIs mentioned
above. This radicaloid mechanism, where ionic and/or zwitte-
rionic structures play no role, is the generally accepted mech-
anism of photoisomerization in butadiene today.10,11,73

Dynamical simulations have been carried out which support
both the charge-transfer and radicaloid relaxation mechanisms.
In both cases, the outcome is preordained by the electronic
structure method used. Methods based on variants of density
functional theory limited to singly excited states have been
employed.7,8 Since these methods cannot describe the 2A state
correctly (they lack the necessary double excitations), they
predict a relaxation mechanism analogous to that implied by
the 3 × 3-CI model, with the ionic 1B state playing an important
role. Dynamics calculations using semiempirical valence bond
representations of the potential energy surfaces (PESs) have also
been carried out.9,74 In the form used, these semiempirical
methods neglect ionic states, and thus, it is perhaps not surprising
that they predict a radicaloid mechanism. Because they cannot
describe ionic or zwitterionic states, all trajectories in these
simulations begin on the 2A state, assuming an ultrafast
radiationless transition from the 1B state.

As discussed above, neither the 3 × 3-CI nor the CAS(4/4)
method can provide a satisfactory picture of the electronic
structure in butadiene; the former treats the covalent states
poorly (due to its lack of singly excited configurations which
play an important role in the 2A state), while the latter treats
the ionic states poorly (due to its lack of dynamic electron

correlation effects). To understand the detailed photochemical
mechanism for trans-cis isomerization in butadiene, one needs
to use an electronic structure method which can treat both the
1B and 2A states in a balanced manner and thereby determine
the potential interplay between dynamics on the two states. In
this paper, we present the first such dynamical simulations of
butadiene treating the ionic and covalent states in a balanced
fashion. These simulations address both the short-time (does
butadiene decay quickly to the dark state like a polyene or twist
on the bright state like ethylene?) and long-time (does charge
transfer play a role in the decay to the ground state?) dynamics
of butadiene. The answers to these questions as presented in
this paper are a departure from the currently accepted view of
butadiene photochemistry, but are completely consistent with
available experimental data. In support of our dynamical
simulations, we present high-level static quantum chemical
results to demonstrate the accuracy of the PESs employed in
our dynamic simulation, to provide insight into the complex
shape of these surfaces, and to point out possible biases in our
dynamical data.

Theoretical Methods

All state-averaged CASSCF75 and multistate complete active
space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2)76,77 calcula-
tions are performed using the MOLPRO molecular electronic
structure package without use of symmetry.78-82 The use of the
multistate CASPT2 (MS-CASPT2) method,77 which allows the
perturbed states to interact with each other, is critical when
describing conical intersections because the perturbed states are
degenerate. Geometry and conical intersection optimization at
the MS-CASPT2 level of theory was performed using a penalty
function method that does not require analytic gradients or
nonadiabatic coupling vectors. This method has been previously
described and implemented in our freely available CIOPT
code.83 Throughout this paper the active space employed in
CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations will be abbreviated in the
form SAN-CAS(m/n), where N is the number of singlet
electronic states included in the state average (all states are
equally weighted), m is the number of active electrons, and n
is the number of active orbitals. The suffix -MSPT2 is appended
to indicate MS-CASPT2.

Ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS) simulations5,33,34,37,84

were carried out with an integrated code combining AIMS
dynamics and the MOLPRO electronic structure package.85

Twenty initial nuclear basis functions were run using the
independent first-generation approximation.85,86 The initial posi-
tions and momenta for these basis functions were sampled from
the ground-state vibrational Wigner distribution in the harmonic
approximation by a Monte Carlo procedure. The ground-state
minimum geometry and frequencies used to obtain the Wigner
distribution were calculated at the DFT level of theory using
the BLYP functional and 6-31G basis set with the JAGUAR
electronic structure package.87 The initial basis functions were
placed on the brighter of the two lowest singlet valence excited
states to simulate excitation to the bright 11Bu state. By the end
of the simulations, an average of 28 basis functions were
spawned in each simulation; i.e., more than 550 trajectory basis
functions are involved in the simulations described here. The
electronic wave functions (and resulting PESs and nonadiabatic
couplings) at each time step were calculated using an SA3-
CAS(4/3) wave function and the 6-31G basis set. The equations
of motion were integrated using a multiple time scale integration
scheme85 with a time step of 0.24 fs (10 au). The dynamics
was followed for 200 fs after excitation.
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Results and Discussion

The bright state and dark state are nearly degenerate in the
Franck-Condon region. To simulate excitation to the bright
state, each initial trajectory basis function (TBF) is placed on
whichever of S1 or S2 is more strongly optically coupled to S0

(according to the magnitude of the corresponding transition
dipole moment). Using this method, 15 of the initial 20 basis
functions are placed on S1 and the remainder are placed on S2.
We assess the degree to which the bright and dark states can
be unambiguously assigned by examining the ratio of the
magnitudes of the S0f S1 and S0f S2 squared transition dipole
moments

at the initially chosen geometries. The values of this ratio are
shown in the histograms in Figure 2. With few exceptions, the
assignment is unambiguous since the ratio is significantly greater
than 1. In principle, if there were a significant number of cases
where there was ambiguity in the assignment, one could include
a pair of basis functions for each initial geometry (one on the
S1 electronic state and the other on the S2 electronic state) and
then begin the dynamics with a linear combination that
maximizes the optical coupling. Alternatively (and more ac-
curately), one could include the excitation laser pulse in the
simulation, with all initial basis functions on the ground
electronic state.88

Although the energetic ordering of the bright and dark states
is variable in the Franck-Condon region, this ordering quickly
becomes well-defined as the initial TBFs relax on the excited
state. Figure 3 shows the squared transition dipole moment at
the centroid of each initially excited TBF as a function of time
for the first 10 fs after excitation. For each TBF, the S2/S0 and
S1/S0 optical couplings are shown in the upper and lower panels,
respectively. Within 5 fs, the lower S1 state is unambiguously
dark and the upper S2 state is unambiguously bright. Thus, the
dark state is favored by the initial relaxation.

Because the bright and dark states are reordered shortly after
excitation, it is not surprising that nonadiabatic effects are
observed. As can be seen in Figure 4, 55% of the population is
transferred diabatically to S2 (maintaining the character of the
bright 11Bu state) after the initial relaxation on the excited state.

The remainder of the population is on S1, which has dark 21Ag

character after this nonadiabatic event. The 45% of the popula-
tion which is found to be on the dark state may be somewhat
overestimated because our approximate initial conditions place
some population initially on the dark state. However, as can be
seen from Figure 2, this is a small effect which will not affect
even the semiquantitative conclusions made here.

Figure 5 shows the motion in the bond alternation coordinate
(averaged over all simulations and both S2 and S1 electronic
states). Bond alternation, the simultaneous lengthening and
contraction of alternate carbon-carbon bonds, is an important
motion in the first 50 fs after excitation. This is consistent with

Figure 2. Histogram of the ratios of the squared transition dipole
moments for the S0 f S1 and S0 f S2 transitions for the 20 initial
nuclear basis functions. The ratios are calculated such that they are
always greater than 1. In most cases the ratio is large, and thus, one of
the adiabatic states can be unambiguously assigned as the bright 11Bu

state. However, there are a few cases where the ratio is near 1. This
indicates that the 11Bu and 21Ag states are slightly mixed, and thus,
some of the initial population in our simulations is excited directly to
the dark state.

|µS0fS1|2 ) |〈ψS0
|µf|ψS1

〉|2 (1)

Figure 3. (a) S0 f S2 and (b) S0 f S1 squared transition dipole
moments calculated for the first 10 fs of dynamics of each of the 20
initial TBFs. In the first few femtoseconds after excitation the bright
11Bu and dark 21Ag states mix. Within 5 fs after photoexcitation, S1 is
the dark state and S2 is the bright state for all 20 TBFs.

Figure 4. Population on S2 (red), S1 (blue), and S0 (black) averaged
over all simulations. The population starts on the brighter of the two
adiabatic states, which is S1 for 75% of the simulations. It immediately
hits an intersection with the dark state, and much of the population
transfers diabatically to S2. After 20 fs the population is almost evenly
split between S1 and S2, which in general correspond to the dark and
bright states, respectively. Quenching of the population on S2 back to
S1 begins only after significant geometric distortion on S2. Notice that
population decay to the ground state does not begin until 50 fs after
excitation and is about halfway complete at 180 fs.
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experimental evidence; the progression in the electronic absorp-
tion spectrum of butadiene is assigned to bond alternation,28 as
is the strongest peak in the resonance Raman spectrum.44

On S2, significant twisting about the terminal C-C bonds is
observed in the first 50 fs after excitation. Figure 6 shows the
twisting of the three carbon-carbon bonds as a function of time.
Twisting about a single terminal C-C bond is strongly favored
over concerted rotation of multiple bonds. The less twisted
ethylene unit remains nearly planar, as does the central
carbon-carbon bond.

It is important to note that twisting breaks the symmetry of
the molecule; therefore, the adiabatic states in significantly
twisted molecules contain components of both the 21Ag and 11Bu

states. In the discussion below we will not refer to the electronic
states of the twisted molecule by these symmetry labels, instead
opting for adiabatic state labels (S0, S1, S2). These labels specify
the ordering of the states only, and should not be taken to
indicate anything about the character of the electronic wave
function.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the displacement along the bond
alternation returns toward its ground-state value as this terminal
C-C bond twisting occurs. This single terminal bond twisting
motion also coincides with the beginning of charge transfer
across the more twisted carbon-carbon bond. Figure 7a shows
the time evolution of the population on S2 (large values are red,
and vanishing values are green) as a function of the charge on
the more twisted terminal methylene unit (determined by
Mulliken analysis of the electronic wave functions at the centers
of all the TBFs). At about 30 fs, charge transfer to this methylene
unit becomes evident, but a portion of the population exhibits
charge transfer from the methylene unit. Coincident with this
charge transfer is efficient quenching of the remaining S2

population to S1 via a seam of conical intersections. Most of
the population has quenched to S1 by 50 fs after excitation.

Lifetimes on the order of tens of femtoseconds have been
measured in two pump-probe experiments on butadiene.59,60

Two events occur on this time scale which may effect the
observed signal: partial electronic transition to the dark state
and geometric distortion of the bright populations which may
change the ionization potential. Although it is difficult to make
a definite assignment in the absence of direct simulation of the

Figure 5. Deviation of the bond alternation coordinate (see the inset)
from its S0 equilibrium value (1.25 Å) averaged over all simulations
and both S2 and S1 electronic states. The bond alternation coordinate
(illustrated in the inset) is defined as the sum of the terminal
carbon-carbon bond lengths minus the center carbon-carbon bond
length. Motion in the bond alternation mode is very important in the
first 50 fs after excitation. After 50 fs, the bond alternation coordinate
relaxes toward its ground-state value.

Figure 6. Expectation values of the backbone dihedral angle
(∠C1C2C3C4, black) and terminal C-C bond twist angles (blue and
red) as a function of time after photoexcitation of butadiene (averaged
over all electronic states and all initial conditions). The terminal C-C
twist angles are defined as the angle (θ in the inset) between two planes
(light and dark gray in the inset). The first plane (light gray) is spanned
by the vector connecting H1 and H2 and the vector connecting C1 and
C2. The second plane (dark gray) is spanned by the vector connecting
C1 and C2 and the vector connecting C2 and C3. The blue and red lines
are averages of the twist angle for the more and less twisted terminal
bonds, respectively. The inset graph shows electronic state specific
averages for the S1 (dashed) and S2 (solid) electronic states for the
first 50 fs after excitation. Asymmetric twisting about a single terminal
C-C bond is favored over simultaneous twisting of both terminal bonds.
Eventually, the more twisted bond tends toward 90°. The less twisted
bond and the central bond tend to remain nearly planar, but some
twisting of each is observed. All angles have been shifted into the range
of 0-180° prior to averaging.

Figure 7. Time evolution of population (red is for large values and
green is for vanishing values) as a function of charge on the more
twisted terminal methylene unit (illustrated in the inset). The populations
on S2, S1, and S0 are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Charge
separation initially occurs on S2, coincident with twisting and population
decay to S1. The population on S1 is clearly divided between two
oppositely polarized charge-transfer states. These states are labeled Me+

and Me- according to the charge on the methylene group. The methyl
anion species is favored relative to the methyl cation species.
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experimental signals, these events are certainly consistent with
the observed experimental lifetimes.

Once on S1, the molecule quickly moves into one of two
“funnels” corresponding to two oppositely polarized charge-
transfer states. As can be seen in Figure 7b, the population is
strongly divided between a form where the more twisted
methylene unit is positively charged (Me+) and a form where
it is negatively charged (Me-). Population relaxes in both of
these funnels and quenches to the ground state. In Figure 7b
one can see that the Me- funnel is favored over the Me+ funnel.

As mentioned above, Bruckman and Salem predicted that
charge transfer plays an important role in the photoisomerization
of butadiene. Specifically, they predicted that the countercharge
should be delocalized over the entire allyl unit as depicted in
Figure 1. If this were true, the charge on the ethylenic unit
containing the more twisted terminal methylene would be
between one-half and two-thirds that of the more twisted
methylene unit. The lower value of one-half would be expected
in the case where the allyl fragment was anionic (Me+) and the
upper value of two-thirds in the case where the allyl fragment
was cationic (Me-), according to simple molecular orbital
pictures. Figure 8 shows the charge on the ethylenic unit
containing the more twisted terminal methylene group. Almost
no charge separation can be seen on any state, including S1

where charge separation across the twisted terminal bond is quite
large. This indicates that the charge-transfer excitation is
localized on the ethylenic unit containing the twisted terminal
methylene and is not consistent with Salem and Bruckman’s
proposed methylene-allyl zwitterionic description. As can be
seen in Figures 7c and 8c, there is no signature of charge transfer
after quenching to S0, as expected. The simulation time is too
short to make any statements about the dynamics on the ground
state, but it is possible that the Me+ and Me- funnels lead to
different photoproducts.

To validate and analyze the PES, time-independent quantum
chemistry optimizations and potential energy scans were applied.
Three quantum chemical methods were employed in this work:
SA3-CAS(4/3)/6-31G, SA3-CAS(4/4)/6-31G, and SA3-CAS(4/
4)-MSPT2/6-31G** levels of theory. These will be abbreviated
CAS(4/3), CAS(4/4), and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2, respectively. The
CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 method is expected to be the most accurate
of these methods and is therefore used as the target against
which to judge the accuracy of the two CASSCF methods.

Figure 9 shows several optimized points of interest on the
CAS(4/3) PES, and Table 1 shows the energies of these
geometries optimized at all three levels of theory mentioned
above.

As mentioned earlier, the two low-lying valence excited states
are nearly degenerate at the S0 minimum. As seen in Table 1,
both the CAS(4/3) and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 methods reproduce
this feature of the PES accurately, but CAS(4/4) predicts an
S1/S2 energy gap of 2.3 eV at the Franck-Condon geometry.
Inclusion of the fourth π orbital in the active space introduces
electron correlation in an unbalanced way that favors the
covalent 21Ag state and leads to a qualitatively incorrect PES.
The root of the problem is that CASSCF describes certain kinds
of electron correlation very effectively (static correlation), while
it does a poor job describing dynamic electron correlation. The
net result is that larger active spaces are not necessarily better,
especially when the figure of merit includes global features of
multiple electronic excited states. We have discussed this at
length for the case of excited-state intramolecular proton transfer
in previous work.89,90 As expected for CASSCF, which does
not include dynamic electron correlation, the vertical excitation
energy is found to be too high at the CAS(4/3) level of theory,
7.9 eV, compared to the experimental27 absorption maximum
at 5.92 eV. However, this discrepancy is less important in
describing the excited-state dynamics of butadiene compared
to the relative placement of the near-degenerate S1 and S2 states.

As discussed above, motion along the bond alternation
coordinate dominates the early excited-state dynamics of
butadiene. Thus, we compare the potential energy curves for
S1 and S2 from the two CAS methods and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2
along this coordinate in Figure 10. Agreement between CAS(4/
3) and the more reliable CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 is excellent. Al-
though the CAS(4/4) excited-state curves are correctly shaped,
the gap between them is far too large.

The S2/S1 MECI geometry shown in Figure 9 was optimized
using a representative spawning geometry selected from the
dynamics simulations as the starting point. This optimized
intersection geometry is an absolute minimum on the S2 surface,
which results in the efficient decay to S1 seen in the AIMS
dynamics simulations. The main feature of this geometry is that
it is 90° twisted about one of the terminal carbon-carbon bonds,
and otherwise essentially planar. Optimization at the CAS(4/
4)-MSPT2 level of theory gives a qualitatively similar geometry.
As can be seen in Table 2, the C-C bond lengths at this S2/S1

Figure 8. As in Figure 7, but for charge on the more twisted ethylene
unit (illustrated in the inset). There is almost no charge separation across
the central carbon-carbon bond on S1. This reflects that the charge-
transfer excitation is localized on the twisted ethylene group.

Figure 9. Points of interest along the potential energy surface optimized
at the CAS(4/3) level of theory. The S0, S1, and S2 energies are
represented by black, blue, and red lines, respectively. Labels Me+,
Me-, and T indicate the three MECIs on S1. In the simulations most
S1/S0 quenching is observed near the Me+ and Me- MECIs.
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intersection suggest that the C-C bond orders are already
returning to their ground-state values when this intersection is
reached.

In a study of the photoinduced ring-opening of cyclobutene,
Celani et al. have previously optimized S2/S1 conical intersec-
tions within symmetry constraints.11 Their choice of symmetry
constraints precludes them from obtaining the MECI described
above, because they allow only conrotatory or disrotatory motion
(concerted rotation of the two terminal methylene groups). As
seen in our dynamics simulations, rotation about only one double
bond is energetically preferred when butadiene is excited. It is

possible that their constrained MECIs fall on the same seam as
our fully optimized MECI, and the region of the intersection
seam described by their optimizations is likely relevant to
photoinduced ring-opening in cyclobutene, but apparently not
to the photoisomerization of trans-butadiene.

After quenching to S1, population is split between two funnels
corresponding to a pair of charge-transfer states where the more
twisted methylene unit is either positively or negatively charged.
In Figure 9, these funnels are labeled Me+ MECI and Me-

MECI, respectively. The Me+ MECI has significant H-migration
character, as can be seen from the labeled C-H distance. The
central carbon adjacent to the most twisted terminal carbon atom
is pyramidalized significantly. This S1/S0 MECI is an absolute
minimum on the S1 surface, explaining the efficient quenching
seen in the dynamics. As can be seen in Figure 11a, optimization
at the CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 level of theory gives a qualitatively
similar MECI geometry, although there is somewhat less
H-migration character.

Searching for a minimal energy conical intersection starting
from a representative spawning geometry in the Me- funnel,
we located the Me- S1/S0 MECI. The Me- MECI geometry is
pyramidalized about the twisted terminal carbon and also
exhibits H-migration character (but with the terminal H atom
migrating compared to a central H atom in the Me+ MECI).
Unlike the Me+ MECI, the Me- MECI is not an absolute
minimum on the S1 PES. As seen in Figure 9, the Me- minimum
energy geometry is pyramidalized about the twisted terminal
carbon, but has no H-migration character. The Me- MECI is

TABLE 1: Energies Relative to the Ground-State Minimum Energy for Geometries Optimized at Three Levels of Theorya

CAS(4/3) CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 CAS(4/4)

S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2

S0 min (fS0/Sn
) 0.00 7.87 (1.08) 7.92 (0.0) 0.00 6.34 (0.70) 6.47 (0.0) 0.00 6.49 (0.0) 8.77 (1.02)

S2/S1 CI 3.12 6.49 6.55 2.61 5.81 5.83 3.03 6.31 6.31
Me- S1/S0 CI 5.67 5.67 10.84 4.31 4.34 7.62 5.86 5.87 10.86
Me- S1 min 3.47 5.56 8.62 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Me+ S1/S0 CI 5.78 5.78 10.93 4.53 4.54 7.53 6.39 6.39 9.33
transoid S1/S0 CI 6.23 6.23 10.64 4.58 4.60 8.20 5.05 5.11 9.78

a There is qualitative agreement between CAS(4/3) and MSPT2, while CAS(4/4) strongly favors the transoid intersection. Oscillator strengths
(fS0/Sn

) for transitions from the ground electronic state at the Franck-Condon point are shown in parentheses. Despite considerable effort, we
could not locate a Me- minimum on S1 using either CAS(4/4) or MSPT2.

Figure 10. Potential energy curves for S1 and S2 along the bond
alternation coordinate from the Franck-Condon point. The arrows in
the inset define the bond alternation coordinate (see also Figure 5),
which involves equal compression and extension of the indicated bonds.
All other internal coordinates are held constant at ground-state
equilibrium values. The results obtained with a CAS(4/3) wave function
(black) are compared to results using CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 (blue) and
CAS(4/4) (red). In all cases, the zero of energy is defined as the 21Ag

energy at the Franck-Condon point. Agreement between CAS(4/3)
and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 is good. In contrast, the CAS(4/4) method
incorrectly predicts a large gap between the two low-lying excited states.

TABLE 2: Twisted Terminal, Central, and Untwisted
Terminal Carbon-Carbon Bond Lengths for Geometries
Optimized at Two Levels of Theorya

CAS(4/3) CAS(4/4)-MSPT2

twisted central untwisted twisted central untwisted

S0 min 1.35 1.47 1.35 1.35 1.46 1.35
S2/S1 CI 1.35 1.44 1.34 1.36 1.41 1.33
Me+ CI 1.40 1.44 1.33 1.39 1.44 1.35
Me- CI 1.40 1.43 1.34 1.41 1.46 1.35
Me- min 1.41 1.42 1.35 n/a n/a n/a
transoid CI 1.45 1.40 1.44 1.46 1.44 1.44

a Notice that central and untwisted terminal bond lengths for the
S2/S1 and charge-transfer intersections match those for the
ground-state minimum.

Figure 11. Geometries of the three S1/S0 minimal energy conical
intersections: (a) Me+ MECI, (b) Me- MECI, and (c) transoid (T)
MECI. Geometries optimized with CAS(4/3) and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2
are shown in gray and blue, respectively. Selected geometric parameters
are shown with the CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 values in brackets. In all three
cases the optimized CAS(4/3) and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 geometries are
qualitatively similar. The greatest difference occurs for the Me+

intersection where CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 predicts a greater degree of
hydrogen migration character than does CAS(4/3).
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only 0.11 eV above the Me- minimum at the CAS(4/3) level
of theory, and thus, one does not expect significant trapping in
this minimum. As shown in Figure 11b, optimization of this
Me- MECI at the CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 level of theory yields
essentially the same geometry.

Figure 12 shows linearly interpolated paths from the
Franck-Condon point to the S2/S1 MECI, and then from the
S2/S1 MECI to each of the two charge-transfer S1/S0 MECIs.
Calculations at two levels of theory are presented: CAS(4/3)
and SA4-CAS(4/4)*SDCI/6-31G** with Davidson correction.91

Agreement between the CAS(4/3) level of theory used in our
dynamics simulations and the more trustworthy MRCISD
calculations is quite good. After the initial nonadiabatic event
a portion of the population twists about a terminal carbon-carbon
bond on both S2 and S1. The path from the Franck-Condon
region to the S2/S1 conical intersection seam, which basically
amounts to twisting about a terminal C-C bond, is essentially
barrierless on both states. Once twisted, population on S2

quenches to S1 and then relaxes toward one of the charge-
transfer intersections. The path from the S2/S1 intersection to
the Me- intersection is barrierless. The linearly interpolated path
from the S2/S1 MECI to the Me+ MECI shows a small barrier,
but this is in both cases (CAS and MRCISD) negligible
compared to the energy available after Franck-Condon excita-
tion. In any case, barrier heights along a linearly interpolated
path are at best upper bounds, and the Me+ intersection is often
accessed within 200 fs in the dynamics simulations. Hence, there
likely exists an alternate barrierless path.

There is a third funnel corresponding to a state of covalent
character, labeled T in Figure 9. The transoid S1/S0 MECI, which
is often discussed in the literature,10 is an absolute minimum in
this funnel. Figure 11c shows the transoid S1/S0 MECI geom-
etries optimized at the CAS(4/3) and CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 levels.
They are found to be in good agreement. According to the
CAS(4/3) method, the transoid MECI is less than 0.5 eV above
the ionic intersections, and all three of the Me+, Me-, and
transoid MECI geometries are energetically accessible after
photoexcitation. Nevertheless, we find that the transoid MECI
plays a very minor role in the dynamics. Figure 13 shows all
S1 f S0 spawning geometries from the dynamics simulations
divided into three groups depending on which S1/S0 MECI
geometry they are most similar to (determined by computing
the root mean squared deviation in mass-weighted coordinates).
A total of 20% of the population is transferred to S0 near
geometries which best fit the Me+ MECI, 32% near the Me-

MECI, and 5% near the transoid MECI. The remaining 43% of
the population is still on S1 at the end of our simulations.

To further analyze the relative importance of these three
intersections, it is interesting to compare the relative energies
of the various MECI geometries optimized at the various levels
of theory, as shown in Table 1. The CAS(4/3) method puts the
Me+ and Me- MECIs lower than the transoid MECI by 0.45
and 0.56 eV, respectively. As shown in Figure 14, optimization
at the CAS(4/4)-MSPT2 level verifies that all three MECIs exist
and that they are similar in energy. The MS-CASPT2 results
suggest that the transoid MECI may be somewhat disfavored
at the CAS(4/3) level of theory, and therefore, the covalent
mechanism may be somewhat more important than suggested
by our simulation. For comparison, consider the same features
of the PES at the CAS(4/4) level of theory. While MSPT2 and
CAS(4/3) find the three MECIs to lie within a range of 0.26
and 0.56 eV, respectively, the CAS(4/4) method finds the
energetic range to be a much larger 1.28 eV. Furthermore, the
CAS(4/4) method is alone in predicting that the transoid MECI
is the lowest of the three S1/S0 MECIs. Thus, the more intuitive
choice of active space produces results in qualitative disagree-
ment with more accurate MSPT2 calculations. This again
suggests that including the fourth π orbital in the active space
introduces correlation effects in an unbalanced way, incorrectly
favoring the covalent states. This leads to undue emphasis on

Figure 12. Potential energy surfaces along linearly interpolated (in internal coordinates) paths from the Franck-Condon point to the important
MECIs calculated using CAS(4/3) (left) and SA4-CAS(4/4)*SDCI/6-31G** with Davidson correction (right). The S0, S1, and S2 surfaces are shown
in black, blue, and red, respectively. The Franck-Condon (FC) point is placed at 0 on the x axis. To the right the path is linearly interpolated to
the S2/S1 MECI and then to the Me- MECI. To the left the path is linearly interpolated to the S2/S1 MECI and then to the Me+ MECI. The good
agreement between the CAS(4/3) curves (used in the AIMS dynamics) and the more trustworthy MRSDCI curves argues for the validity of the
AIMS simulations.

Figure 13. S1 f S0 spawning geometries (total of 222) grouped
according to similarity to the three S1/S0 minimal energy conical
intersections. The most similar MECI is defined as the MECI to which
the spawning geometry has the lowest root mean squared deviation in
mass-weighted coordinates. There are 104 geometries of Me+ character,
100 with Me- character, and only 18 with transoid character. These
spawning events result in the quenching of 20%, 32%, and 5% of the
total population to the ground state, respectively. The remainder of the
population remains on S1 or S2 at the end of the simulation.
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the role of the transoid MECI in the photochemical mechanism
of trans-butadiene when CAS-(4/4) is used.

Conclusions

AIMS simulations of s-trans-butadiene were performed. In
the initial 5 fs after excitation, the molecule undergoes nona-
diabatic transitions which result in 55% of the excited population
remaining on the bright 11Bu state and the remainder transferring
to the dark 21Ag state. In contrast to longer polyenes, which
transfer to the dark state without breaking planarity, butadiene
twists about a single terminal carbon-carbon bond regardless
of whether it is on the bright (1B) or dark (2A) state.

After twisting, the remaining S2 population quenches to S1

through a seam of conical intersections. The population on S1

is split between two oppositely polarized charge-transfer states.
Population in both wells quenches to the ground state quickly
via conical intersections. Half of the population has quenched
to the ground state (S0) within 200 fs after the photoexcitation.

Conical intersections and energy minima have been optimized
at two CASSCF levels of theory and one MS-CASPT2 level of

theory, and it is found that the CAS(4/3) level of theory used
in our dynamics simulations agrees considerably better with MS-
CASPT2 than the more usual CAS(4/4) method. The accuracy
of CAS(4/3) when compared with MS-CASPT2 validates our
simulations. It also serves to point out that bigger is not always
better where active spaces are concerned, nor does the “chemi-
cally intuitive” choice always yield reasonable results. The
balanced treatment of correlation effects by smaller active spaces
bears itself out in other polyenes as well (see the Supporting
Information). Only through comparison with more reliable
methods that include dynamic electron correlation can a
CASSCF PES be validated.

Our dynamics simulations suggest that charge transfer plays
an important role in the photodynamics of trans-butadiene, at
variance with the currently accepted mechanism that emphasizes
quenching through a covalent transoid MECI. In Figure 15, we
compare the two previously proposed mechanisms (deduced
using electronic structure methods which could not treat both
covalent and ionic states in a balanced way) with the mechanism
found in the present work. Although our new mechanism
contains elements of both previously proposed mechanisms, we
find the currently accepted covalent mechanism to be a minor
pathway. Future dynamics simulations at the MSPT2 or MRCI
levels will be able to better quantitatively assess the relative
importance of ionic and covalent mechanisms, but the present
work demands reconsideration of the conventional wisdom
concerning the dominant role of the transoid covalent MECI.
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